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Poetry, stories, photographs, and original artwork should be submitted to southwinds.mst.edu or swinds@umsystem.edu.
Southwinds wishes to thank the Dean and the Leadership
Council of the Dean, College of Arts, Sciences, and Business, the
Missouri S&T Student Activity Finance Board, the Department of
English and Technical Communication, Leann Light, Jesse Singleton, and Bea Bonebrake at the S&T Printing and Mail Services.

ADVISOR
Mathew Goldberg
Mathew Goldberg is
Southwinds' faculty advisor. He teaches creative
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The Department of English and Technical Communication at Missouri S&T offers undergraduate and
graduate degree programs in English, English education, and technical communication. These programs are based on a wide range of courses taught
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technical communication and technical writing,
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Bottled up
Jack Morgan
My father “drank” like they say.
when you heard his chilling
“I’ll be God damned if I ever see the like of it”
you knew rant and rage and darkness
were in the offing. Within two hours
we might end up taking refuge
in a neighbor’s apartment.
It didn’t pay to look forward
to Christmas, Thanksgiving, &c:
if you allowed yourself to get light-hearted,
the axe of his anger might fall
and leave the holidays in a shambles,
so you kept that in mind.
It left you cheer-challenged in a way
that became permanent like a tattoo.
To this day, when someone offers
a bright prospect of any kind, something promising,
could be a drive to New York for a ballgame say,
free ticket, I catch myself and frown, dragging my feet.
Well, if you don’t want to go F-you then,
I’ve had people say, but it’s not that.
It’s just a trace of an old hard luck story,
one that’s fairly common really.

A lure tied for fly fishing. The lure was created to represent a pike -- a large
game fish. (Michael Vancardo)

Sunflower. (Kassandra Hayes)
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Good Bugs
Denise Baker

At some point in April, I looked out my back window and pan-

icked; I suddenly realized I didn’t know whether any of my yard was
edible. It was just this surreal prehistoric sense of fear. I don’t know anything about how to take care of myself in the wild. Who’s going to
want me in their apocalypse tribe? I immediately started bingewatching survival shows, frantically researching edible plants of Missouri, and building a vegetable garden. And then, miraculously, by
June, I had made food from dirt. I put it on our table and we ate it.
Astonishingly, it was just like regular food. It was definitely a Marx moment; I had never been so close to my food labor, had never wondered
whether I should just cut a bad spot off a green bean instead of tossing
it, had never cried over dying cucumbers. One summer of Covid didn’t
make me a farmer, but it sure made me realize how little
I appreciated them…and the sun…and pollinators…and “good
bugs.” I now really appreciate good bugs.

To My Mother
Victoria Smith
You taught me to compose my tear,
and how to wear false pearls,
to sew a patch over my fear.
See me, in your pink depression glass mirror.

We each feel through poets, though
you—Dickinson’s gospel fly eyes
and I, the cataract hearted Poe.
I know you deeply even so.
Reading the praise of Babylon,
you inked your scritta paper,
so when comes the eve that you’ve gone,
I know with me you’ll linger long.
When debated angels sing divine,
on a haunted woodland walk,
picking wild flowers, you I’d find,
in bluebells, edelweiss, and purple columbine.
In compliment to my azure blue,
I’d paint your soul mulberry red,
and when I could not say it, in words so few,
you taught me to sign a silent, ‘I love you.’

Photography 55mm: Shot in San Diego, CA. (K. Taylor Bosworth)
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Under Construction
Agnes Vojta

I am not broken.
I do not need to be fixed.
I am just temporarily
under construction.

There will be detours,
bumps, and blasting
while I deconstruct
and rebuild myself.

I am my own survey crew,
study my landscape,
redraw boundary lines,
prepare the ground.

You may not recognize me
when I am done,
and my spires
reach the sky.

Dr. Pepper
Samuel Malita
Doctor, your cherry-caramel syrup
Prescribes sugary bliss.
Your carbon bubbles fizz,
pop, and

My throat praises your name
In the morning and at night.
Your expertise of the mouth knows no
bounds.

Splash softly against my face.
It gently tickles my taste buds,
cascading over my tongue.
The soft bubbles bursting in my
mouth,
My cheeks tingling with glee.

You know when my stomach needs
That rush of carbonated energy.
On the back of every prescription

Your many credentials are listed.
I fully trust that when it hits my lips
Your solution will restore me.
When the last drop leaves my throat, I arrive at your office
The sweet aftertaste returns
When my throat is feeling dry.
When the carbonation returns course You sit me down and tell me
And my mouth lets out a belch.
“Drink this. I know you’ll feel all
better.”
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How to Properly
Lose One’s Mind
Jesse Krokower

First, you’ll have to develop a sense of ambition and bloated self-

worth. This step comes naturally for humans, so you’ll have no problem
here. Read books, exercise daily, and write jokes. Fake a sense of humility.
You’re number one, top of your class. Tell yourself that victory is the most
important thing. Take losses very hard, much harder than the others do.
Consider a “meaningful” career path. Think more Doctor or Lawyer, not
Writer or Artist. Tell yourself that you deserve to achieve your goals and
wants because you’re special. Tell yourself that everything will go according to plan.

Second, experience one or two life-changing events. Don’t notice the
growing animosity between your parents. This way, news of their divorce
will ruin you, make you paranoid. Michael and Kelley were good at hiding
their discontent, so don’t dwell too much about it. Learn that you’ll have to
move halfway across the country and lose any sense of home. California to
Missouri. Get called a racial slur almost immediately, and begin to question how people define worth. The sooner you develop that gnawing anxiety, the faster the goal will be obtained. Become infatuated with the blueeyed brunette that sits to your left in Ms. Kelly’s class, but never tell her of
your feelings. This way, you eliminate the chance of getting close to her.
Let the fear of failure and stress cloud your judgment. Begin to resent your mother and step-father. Fall down several places in the class
ranking. You’re barely top ten percent now. Number 26 out of 305 smalltown kids. Let yourself become bothered by your family’s money problems. Stress out over not owning a car in high school. Sean, Shane, and
Colton all got vehicles on their sixteenth without having to do anything.
Let that fact burn inside. Consider the possibility that you have become
average. Consider the possibility that you were always average. Consider
the possibility that you can’t recognize what is true quality. Ignore your
mind’s loosened screws for years to come.
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Six Word Stories
Marcos Buznego
Grace Deister

Abbigail Ely
Leo Flaker
Jodie Hermann
Sarah Kell

Jesse Krokower

Samuel Malita

Down I fell, infinitely and maddeningly.
Punk wedding turned into punk divorce.
She danced happily in her seat.
The car pulled away, wheels spinning.
Go. Run. Before he comes back.
Time heals all. So does cake.
Same ocean, yet still miles apart.
Jumped, fell, couldn't pull the cord.
Ice cream cones lose to sidewalks.
Hands clutched doll head among ashes.
Her confusion was a needed answer.
She leapt, but she never landed.
I prepared for weeks. I overslept.
Shouted words. Spoiled Rage. Scorched photos.

Computer-coded monsters cause mass
frustration.
Knelt down. Prayed. No one answered.

Dylan Oneal

Mayonnaise? On fries? Where's the barbecue?
Sausage King, in sauna, with crossbow.

Melody of the Fireflies. (Zoe Reed)
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Mason Sitek

Ethan Snyder

Kurtis Stutko

Dylan Vollard

Six feet under, heart continues beating.
I pronounce you husband and husband.
Pregnant with twins, were apparently triplets.
The office meeting ended with defenestration.
That wasn't you in the woods?

Ragged shoes tossed into the trash.
Why is that man coming closer?
She was alive, but felt invisible.

Skipping Rocks. (Kassandra Hayes)
A Trip to the Riceworld. (Gladwin Bryan Labrague)
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Untitled. (Rose Doty)

Untitled
Judy Jacobs
“Hello, I was hoping there would be a way that I could stay on
campus, in my room, for winter break? I don’t want to chance getting
my Grandma sick if I go home.”
I heard strength, determination and sadness in this young man’s
voice. He knew what he needed to do; he purposed to do it and he knew
the sacrifice.
“Of course, I said. You can stay in the halls.”
More details/instructions followed of course. He seemed relieved.
I’ve thought about his sacrifice a lot since that phone call. So young, so
thoughtful, so strong.

Come on In. (Jay Clark)
14 southwinds.mst.edu Fall 2021
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Blackbird
Kenneth Naumann
Blackbird sitting on the windowsill,
out of the cage and still not knowing.
Trying to think of flying or staying still,
as not wanting to stay but no point in flying.
Blackbird looking out to the ground outside,
seeing other birds flying up, up and away.
Dreaming of a chance to break free and soar in the skies,
being grounded by the thought that today is not the day.
Today is not the day to fly,
fly with the pain of everything associated with departure.
Today is not the day to say goodbye,
goodbye to all the bad and the good whichever is harder.
Blackbird looking out the window and just hoping,
without realizing the window was open.
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Five Years Out
Tage Young

As my fingers trace the patterns on my blue bed sheets, I find
myself sitting in a stranger's home. The walls around me cave in as I
watch the outside world like I’m an animal trapped in a cage. This town
drains you; this house drains me. I hold back the tears that aren't even
mine but from the person years ago—the person I killed so effortlessly,
the person who knew where home was and how to get there without
losing himself on the way, the child who didn’t understand that what
happened was never his fault. He never had to worry if his family was
going to accept him for who he was or if he would live his whole life a
lie—a time where every conversation didn't turn into a screaming match
and every scream wasn't a cry for help. They say not to speak ill of the
dead; if that’s true, then tell me why I am so much happier now that the
person I used to be is gone. As I laid a single white rose on his casket, I
promised him one thing: Never again would I let myself fall into the
victim category as if that singular moment defined me. Never again
would I stop telling my story just because their eyes flooded with tears
as if a dam had just broken within their heart. Never again would I let
myself feel this way. It’s been almost five years since I laid him to rest,
yet here I sit eating his food, sleeping in his bed, living the life that he
had to die to escape from. The main difference between him and me is
that I no longer live in constant need of another's approval. As my fingers trace the patterns on my blue bed sheets, five years later and hundreds of miles away, I take a minute just to breathe. I am home.
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The Isle of Talos
Richard Gorzel
Once there lived Talos
On island with man.
Talos hurled boulders
And wandered the sand.
Countless lives taken
In waves by his hand;
But all for a purpose According to plan.

Talos then stooped down,
Extending his limb.
He removed the bolt
Which held life within.

Talos grew bolder Felt himself apart But wished to the gods
To grant him with heart.

While ichor drained gold,
He watched as the men
Disembarked from boat
And pillaged the land.

One day a ship came
To answer his pleas.
They claimed that a heart
Needs space to be freed.
But where among wire
And cog and springed hand?
All these were needed
To soulful flame fan.

No heart was given The villages razed But Talos' heart
Was broken that day.

A sailor piped up,
'Why ichor when men
Have none to be found
To spill in the sand?'

Ferris Wheel. (Kassandra Hayes)
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Lists
Kelly Tate
Making a list felt important. The math was too hard. We were told to
keep two weeks’ worth of food on hand, but how many slices of turkey
equal fourteen kid-sized sandwiches? One apple per day each, times
fourteen, but wait, we’ve been eating more apples lately. Or should we
go with applesauce? If our son’s preschool is closed, taking us to zero
hours of childcare per week, then how many days until we break out the
bag of 500 jelly beans and start eating by the handful?

Eventually, of course, the list couldn’t keep up, and I hated the
cross-off lines as we ate. I should use the computer, I thought. But I
kept the list on the fridge for months, running my finger down the
words, feeling ten years old, double-checking my answers before turning in my worksheet to the teacher. Here, I’d say. I think it’s all right.

I would start with words, then move onto numbers, ever a language person. I decided on a handwritten list, my wrists rotating to
make each word, my own loopy handwriting surprising me a little after
thinking in Times New Roman for so long.
I drew lines around each category: Frozen meals, homemade and
store-bought. Snacks. Staples. Desserts. Random ingredients. None of
the items felt real until I recorded them. I started a new list category
called Foods to Make after staring at: butternut squash. I added butternut squash soup to the new list and squared the meals from my
humble squash. The Covid news thrummed, and I steadied myself,
adding raspberry bars – to freeze to Foods to Make.

I told my students about the raspberry bars and asked them how
they were doing. No, really, how are you doing? I sent a photo of the
list to a friend who ribbed me a little, gently. It’s all squared away, she
said, just like your dorm room in college. My husband brought home
cans of soup and strawberries, and I rushed to add them to the
list. Won’t we just get this thing anyway, after we hide from it? I asked
my two nurse friends. Let’s hope not, said one. Flatten the curve, said
the other.
9" × 12": Soft core color pencil on black sketch paper. (K. Taylor Bosworth)
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Fortunate Magnolia
Agnes Vojta
Why did they plant the magnolia
in the corner between the house
and the garage? There is no room for a tree.
Each spring, she blooms valiantly;
each summer, she stretches her branches
with the large leathery leaves over the roof;
you cut them. Last year,
I cried. The blossoms
unfold in front of my window.

Today, with more fortunate magnolias
already in full bloom,
she holds out a few pink buds like fingers,
and the mutilated trunk sprouts shoots,
and there is almost hope
that something new may, once again, grow.

Cat Nap. (Christina Arens)
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S gnore
Ethan Snyder
The city buzzed quietly as people set up for the day’s festivities,
the air charged with an almost ethereal energy. For now was the time of
Sognore, the festival of dreams. Shop owners placed fanciful mirrors in
their windows as children made faces at their reflections. The mirrors
signified our dreams and how these dreams reflected on our lives. People in the town center set up tables of food, carnival games, and decorations in vivid colors (hues of purple among the greens, blues, oranges,
and reds). Parents told their children about the founders of the town
working in the harshest conditions imaginable all to follow their respective dreams. The night came, the town dimly lit for the processions, as
the townspeople gathered in the town center to eat as a congregation. A
stage was set up, and people proudly proclaimed their hopes and
dreams. After everyone ate, balloons of many shapes and sizes were
handed to everyone present, each person’s wildest dream, hope, and
wish written upon the balloons’ rubber exteriors. Then, at the festival’s
grand climax, each balloon was let go, and when the wind caught the
balloons, the townsfolk embraced, humming softly, reflecting upon their
dreams—the dreams followed, and, for some, the dreams left behind.

Bees
Dylan Volland
Oh, honey, it’s simply,
A round little insect
with a stinger and stripes working
all day,
protecting the queen at night.
She sits around in her hive,
the monarch of her colony,
waiting for the drones to arrive.

They begin venturing through
a field from flower to flower,
flying and buzzing
collecting their nectar.
She’s just a busy, busy bee.

A Horse to Water
Richard Gorzel
Is it time for berries sweet,
or more for veal; raw bloody meat?
Perhaps legumes,
perhaps some greens,
perhaps some breads or flour'y
things?
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The workers leave their nest,
leaving queen duties to the rest.

Oh come, there must be feasts
about
to quench this most egregious
drought.
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Orange Fish. (Kassandra Hayes)
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How to Get a Job
Marcos Buznego
The first step to getting a job is making a LinkedIn profile. You
make it freshman year: you haven’t taken any classes yet, don’t have a
job, and only have one good picture of yourself, so it’s mostly empty. At
this point, you visualize yourself working at one of the many companies
you find after scrolling the site for hours. It doesn’t seem fun or glamorous, but it’ll pay well, so that’s good.
Next, the week before the school’s career fair, you look back at
your LinkedIn. You don’t have a resume, so you make one with asymmetrical margins and poor formatting (How do you make columns in
Microsoft word? What time is it? You shouldn’t have made that coffee
at nine p.m.). After bumbling your way through two or three interviews,
realize that these companies don’t care about freshmen like yourself
who don’t have classes or experience. Go home. A year later, rethink
your life and suddenly change majors mid-semester.
The semester before you graduate, realize there’s a lot in the field
you’re interested in but not much you’ve specialized in. Add it all to
your resume, apply to jobs in different fields and styles with a remade
resume for each one. Start realizing job searching should start now.
Make a portfolio site, adding your screenplays and essays and technical
documents to it. Choose between the professional photo of you back
when you were studying something different, the day after that first career fair, or the newer, less professional photo of you in front of Lake
Erie where you’re wearing the Car Seat Headrest shirt and bacon socks.
Crop out the socks. The shirt is passable. Start submitting your work to
writing competitions as each submission pokes a Capri-Sun straw into
your bank account and begins slurping.
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How to Be a Daughter
for Your Mom
Mason Sitek
First, have a mom that gives birth to you. She could be married,
divorced, single, or in a relationship. Doesn’t matter to you; you’re here
now and there is nothing she can do about it. To be a daughter you need
to scream and cry, wear pink bows on your peach fuzzed head. You really don’t have to try too hard to be a daughter the first couple of years;
your constant need for sustenance and diaper changes takes care of that
for you.
Then, be raised by a parent (in this case, a mother and a distant
father). Get sent to school with a used backpack and a lunch box packed
with cute fruits and veggies, and of course a dinosaur shaped pb&j. This
includes going to family functions, spending time at grandparents’
houses, and getting put in the time out corner.
Next, have some fights. These fights can be over the phone, in person, or in your own head. Usually they’ll be over something silly like
not doing the dishes, forgetting to take the trash out, or lying about not
having a toothbrush for a week. You’ll eventually make up or be forced
to apologize, and then after a few days of dreadful silence, everything
will return back to normal.
Finally, be best friends with your mom. This includes listening to
her stories when she's crying, laughing, or angry. These stories might
not interest you at all but if you can sit there and nod your head and
that’s good enough. This also includes her listening to your weird stories, ideas, and your struggles with those terrible homework assignments. It is important to note that being best friends doesn’t mean you
have to tell your mother everything. You can tell her secrets or juicy details without telling the whole truth, if you know what I mean.
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Lea es
Dylan Oneal
Right foot forward, right foot back. Right foot forward, right foot
back.
Drag the leaves. Drag the leaves.

As far as jobs go, this is a good one. It doesn’t pay well—usually
ten, fifteen dollars if the lawn’s out in the country. It does, however,
keep me off paper. It isn’t blind luck that’s allowed me to live in the
states for eight years without a single run-in with the immigration court
system. I’m careful. I’m calculated. In Serbia, I was the smartest girl in
my class.
Right foot forward, right foot back. Easy money.
I remember university. It’s a distant, blurry memory, but it’s there.
They taught us many things, mainly economics—micro, macro, financial
accounting, the whole spiel.
What I didn’t learn, however, was how to get a full-time job in a
foreign country without citizenship. I didn’t learn about how to stay
afloat after being dragged across the ocean with a dying mother.
So, when she passed, I was lost. A twenty-four-year-old woman, alone
in St. Louis. I begged in the streets for a few months and used the money to buy an apartment. I danced at the Diamond Cabaret for a year. In
that time, I grew close to my manager, Shelly, and she helped me in
more ways than I can count. After being robbed at gunpoint on my way
home—for the third time in a week—I needed to get out. Shelly drove
me out to a small town and set me up in an apartment above a bar.
Now, for the last six years, I’ve been picking up jobs here and there for
grocery money.
Recently, I’m better than ever. The lawn-raking gig keeps me busy
and I’ve grown accustomed to being alone. The image of my mutt, Baxter, wiggling with excitement upon my arrival consistently brings a
smile. Besides, this is the best time of year. The leaves and the pumpkins
Entrance to the Past. (Jay Clark)
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are vibrant orange; the chilly air is invigorating, and dusk arrives by sixthirty.
It’s about that time now. The lawn I’m raking is barely a quarter
mile from my apartment. I’ll rake for another five minutes, make a few
trips to the woods to empty the wheelbarrow, and head home to Baxter. I
might even call it an early night, try to be asleep by 9:00 pm.
As this thought crosses my mind, I come to a startling realization:
I’m genuinely happy for the first time in a long time. I’m comfortable. I no
longer look over my shoulder every thirty seconds in fear of an officer
asking for papers. I’m still cautious, of course, but the icy paranoia is
gone. A smile spreads on my face and lingers. I begin raking more quickly—some pep enters my step.
The sounds of an early autumn breeze combined with the scraping
of leaves and the tapping on the window are almost therapeutic.
Tapping?
I glanced at the house. I had called the landowner, Mrs. Patricia
Swindle, less than an hour ago. Her and her husband, who live alone, are
in Europe on one of their frequent long-term vacations. They both retired
years ago and spend nearly all their time overseas.
That’s odd, I thought, and returned to raking. Probably a cat. The
homeowners seem like cat people.
Maybe I’ll open the bottle of wine tonight. After all, I have been
working longer hours lately. A self-treat is well deserved. Maybe I’ll even
get around to the Peter Straub book collecting dust on my shelf. Tomorrow, I’ll getThe light tapping grew frantic and loud. That was no cat. That was
something heavier, something with fists—from the sound of it, those fists
were being beat bloody.
You’re psyching yourself out.
I continued raking. The massive pile of leaves was almost finished. I
dislodged a wet clump from the spokes of the rake and dragged it back
across the ground.
Whoever—whatever—was pounding the window began to wail a
horrible, gut-wrenching shriek. At that moment, a human hand sprung
out of the earth, spraying dirt. The rake’s untarnished metal teeth sliced
red stripes into flesh, causing the hand to retract rapidly. I dropped the
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rake and froze. An unwilling tension wormed into my gut. The skin at
the nape of my neck tightened.
The rake fell to the ground and I bolted. As soon as I reached the
street, another cry came from the house: “HEEEEELP MEEEEEEEE!” I
stood there, blood thumping thickly in my ears. The voice called again.
“HEEEELP!”
It was a young woman’s voice. I took a deep breath and ran back to
the side of the house. The pounding had stopped. The only windows
were two small, half-buried squares that led to the basement. I crouched
and peered into the left window.
Nothing.
I moved to the window on the right. Nothing, for a few seconds,
and then a face popped up against the glass, inches from mine.
It was a young woman in her early twenties, gasping for breath. Her face
and hair were filthy. The woman stared at me, wide-eyed, and spoke.
Her voice was muted through the double-paned glass, but I heard her
clearly.

“Please, please, help me,” she said. “I’ve been here for months.”
I peered behind the woman, into the dimly lit basement. It was a
peculiar sight. The floor was thirty feet below ground-level. It appeared
as if she had stacked various items: couches, boxes, and chairs. How she
had managed to stack these, let alone climb them, was beyond me.
“Patricia’s my mother. They’ve got my sister and I down here and
we can’t leave. Please, ma’am, please. Call the police. We haven’t eaten in
weeks.”

I scanned the basement. “Where’s your sister?” I asked.
“She’s trying to tunnel out, we’ve been working on a tunnel since
our parents left. We’re so close. We’re right there.” The woman began to
weep, tears carving tracks into her dirt-streaked face. “We’re so close.”
The hand. Holy Christ, the hand. I’ll deal with that in a second.
The thought of dealing with police after eight years of successful avoidance made me shiver.
You’re insane, I thought. Help this woman.

“Okay, I’ll call.” I grabbed my phone. “I think I sliced your sister’s
hand with my rake,” I said, dialing. Just before I pressed ‘Call,’ someFall 2021 southwinds.mst.edu 33

thing shifted in the makeshift structure the woman had made. She felt the
shift, looked at me with wide eyes, and fell.
Seconds later—minutes, it seemed—the woman’s body crashed into
the stone floor with a sickening crunch. I took one glance at her twisted
body. Her left arm was underneath her back and her neck jutted at a terrible angle.
I ran back towards my rake. The hand sprouting from the earth was
now accompanied by a forearm. Blood from the hand’s slashes ran down,
forming a pool in the ground where the elbow should be.

Imagine carving a tunnel by hand for weeks on end, I thought. Trying to
escape hell, only to get your hand sliced open by a metal rake when you
break through. I can at least speed up the process. I’ll get her outta there.
Then I hesitated.
The image flashed clearly in my mind: five, six, seven cops standing
in a circle, taking my statement.
“What’s your name, ma’am?”
“What’s your phone number?”

it and marched back to where the hand stuck reached out, looking for
anything to grab.
I picked a spot about two feet from the hand and started digging.
Tears streamed down my face. I choked back racking sobs.
On the eighth hit, my shovel shot clean through the earth and into
empty air. I’d reached the tunnel. I frantically wiggled the shovel back
and forth for what felt like ages, and when the tunnel finally collapsed, I
did too. I watched the hand as it frantically grasped for anything and
eventually went limp.
The rake lay in the dirt, teeth pointed towards the sky. I picked it
up and began filling the caved-in tunnel with the mounds of dirt I had
dug up.
Right foot forward, right foot back. Right foot forward, right foot
back.
Drag the dirt.
Drag the dirt.

“Where do you reside?”
“Where’s that accent from? Russia?”
“You aren’t in our records. That’s odd. We’ll have to go back to the
station and check.”
I could just help and leave, of course, without telling the (now dead)
woman’s sister my name.
But it’s probably written down inside. Old lady Swindle surely has
me down somewhere. I could see the note in my head: “leaf-raker broad:
202-555-0144.” All they would have to do is trace the number to my phone
when the tunnel-sister pointed out that the ‘lady raking leaves’ had saved
her, along with an inevitable comment about the accidental rake-slices.
I couldn’t go back to Serbia. I wouldn’t. I had spent eight years
building something that was sustainable. Eight long, brutal years.
I thought of Baxter, wiggling with excitement.
I thought of Shelly, of everything she’d sacrificed so I could live
here in relative peace.

I took a deep breath.
The Swindles’ shovel rested against the back of the house. I grabbed
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Abbigail Ely
Countless times, Noah went into the past on the exact day the accident happened. He tried to save Mia’s life, and a couple of times he
did. However, every time he tried to save her life, she died another way
only days later. Mia was and is the love of his life, but watching her die
began to wear him down.
One day, he realized she always died for something Noah did. It
was always after an argument, or even one time, a phone call when she
looked down for too long. After years of trying to save her, he became
exhausted and could no longer take watching her die over and over
again. He decided that he would travel back in time to the night he met
her, about one year ago in real time, and try to stop his older self from
meeting her.
As Noah walked into the bar, he noticed his younger self in the
corner. Considering this was only a year ago, Noah made sure to wear
clothes unlike his typical style, and to wear dark glasses and a hat to
conceal his face. As he approached younger Noah, he spotted Mia in his
peripheral. He paused and gawked a second too long. Younger Noah
took notice and struck up a conversation. Future Noah, flustered and
unable to get out the right words, said she will die soon and to never go
near her. Future Noah hid out of sight on the other side of the room, and
waited the entire night to make sure everything went as planned.
However, Mia noticed future Noah staring uncomfortably long,
and asked younger Noah to walk her to her car. It was then that it hit
Noah—He suddenly remembered talking to a weird guy that night, and
Mia being creeped out and wanting him to walk with her to her car. He
was the reason they met in the first place.
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This sleeping beauty casts an enchanting spell with her tranquil expression.
In her raven black hair are striking red roses meant to match her blood red
lips. Her fierce and stunning beauty is contrasted with her peaceful expression. (Zoe Reed)
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Styrofoam
Jodie Hermann

Industrial snow
born as tight lattices.
The shield, the helmet
for those destined to travel
To distant realms.
It fights the foe of gravity
And salutes the working class.

They are un-thanked by the fragiles
they have sworn to protect
When bordering Royal Riveria pears
Or ceramic piggy banks.
They shiver in the cold.
Condensation collects on their brims.
But still they cradle the mash
potatoes
Abandoned in the back of the fridge.
They are left to clog gutter grates
And their morale still holds
among the decomposing
And the plastic
for six lifetimes.

Mahlstedt Ranch Inc. in Circle, Montana. (Meghan Mauldin)
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Signs of Past Life. (Jay Clark)
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Castle

Untitled

Victoria Smith

Grace Deiser

Silver droplets on your skin
Slipping down my fingers thin
Thick as blood, a crystal vision
Unholy union’s cataclysm
Moon tears melting down your face
They say that you are my disgrace
I know how this is meant to end
Holes in your heart that never mend

The High Road
Richard Gorzel
To feel burning fire inside of your
head,
to become irate, at something one
said,
is perfectly natural; it shows you’re
alive.
No reason for guilt to eat you alive.
The question is whether you act on
this flame,
whether you injure, murder, or
maim.
Whether you throw away values so
dear,
because of the way someone tickled
your ear.
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Some people think that 'the high
road' frames
being resistant to all form of flames.
You can burn yourself and show
how you burn
without the need to put someone in
urn.
Being angry does not villain make
Unless with your values you decide
to break.

Christine tucked her hair up into her ball cap and slid a pair of
dark sunglasses onto her face; she knew the disguise wasn't great but at
least she could follow her father without being recognized. Her whole
family had been acting strange while she was visiting them for Thanksgiving break, and the one thing Christine knew was that her dad never
went to this part of tour, especially late in the afternoon. Christine had a
weird feeling about this, almost as if the family was keeping something
from her, and she would catch them all in little contradictory lies about
where they were or what had happened this past year while she was
away. It was beginning to make Christine very anxious about the possible trouble they were in, but they couldn't be in any serious trouble.
This was her family, not some TV show.
She had been following her dad at a safe distance for quite a while
and the sun was starting to set when he finally turned the corner into an
alley, glancing over his shoulder as he went. Christine crept up to the
alley and placed her back to the building as she peaked her head around
the corner. She saw her dad walk up to a door on the side and knock.
He had a brief conversation with the guy there and handed him a white
envelope. The guy at the door pulled the money out of the envelope
counting it. When the guy was satisfied there was enough money there,
he folded it all back up and gave her dad a stern nod before turning,
going inside, and closing the door.
Christine's father turned back to the front of the alleyway and began walking toward her. Should she confront him? What was he doing
with all that money? Why was he paying that man? This was all flying
around so fast in Christine's head that she didn't notice her dad stop
walking in front of her. She slammed into the back of him, sending her
tumbling to the ground, her hat and glasses flying off her face. She kept
her head down so her dad couldn't see her, picked up her stuff, and
bolted, deciding that she didn't want to know this other side of her family, at least not right now.
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Lion Fish. (Kassandra Hayes)

Sacred Solitude. (Kari Knobbe)
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Makoshika State Park in Glendive, Montana. (Meghan Mauldin)

Untitled. (Rose Doty)
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Fridge
Marcos Buznego
I am cracked wide open daily,
chest cavity open for all to see.
My innards are picked through,
fished out as food for my masters. A mumble:

“Hmm... maybe I’ll have some of this,”
as a branchlike arm invades my temple
pulling out leftover ropa vieja and frijoles negros.
I simply attend and keep cool. I cannot be upset.
My autopsy is an all-American past time.
Cogs turn in engine-brains
that hum to life on the fuel I provide.
Bask in my brisk breath
for my patience is eternal. It must be.
I keep and keep because
my shell body does not create.
It only keeps.
All I own is time.
I consume,
eternally chewing on power with gnawing teeth,
and drink lightning
with a satisfying, buzzing slurp. I devour and digest
while you decide unendingly.
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The Psychopomp
Dylan Oneal
Call me
Anubis; Yama; Charon; Mercury;
Shiva; Peter; Grim Reaper; I
am all of the above
I am what you believe
I wear
the hide of a jackal or
blue skin and red robes or a conical hat and a tunic or winged
sandals or
the cobra king around my neck or
a circular fibula or
a dark hooded cloak or
nothing
I do not judge I simply guide
It does not matter if I despise my
profession if I weep quietly in
the comfort of solitude over
those taken too soon
or far too late
I have a job to do and I must do it
I do not deal with souls ending or
beginning
I work simply in transition

Very quickly now
as I must go soon
I will tell help you understand
Just this morning
I carried a little boy of three years
(Gabriel)
across a waist-deep rapid
he shook and shivered
from the icy spray
I gently patted Gabriel’s back
finally his cries ceased
we played peek-a-boo until he
belly-laughed and only then
did we make the trip
he called for his mother and I’m
sure she called for her son the
only comfort I have
is knowing she will be with him
soon
Anyhow, I must be going my
name is being called this time
from India
so, until we meet.
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How to Become a Softball Player
Jodie Hermann
Start with an oversized maroon uniform. Think bigger. Imagine
it cascades down to your knees as the extra small pants inch down your
legs. Fill your days with foam bats and whiffle balls as your mother
scolds you to “Watch the antique china.” Have your dad slide on four
different size mitts until it fits just right, realize it’s too big, wait to grow
more. Your uniform drawer should be buckling under a rainbow of uniforms by now, all major baseball teams of course. Wait! Stop! Your team
is winning? A lot? Nope, you are one busted ankle away from first
place. But the almost victory stays on the tip of your tongue like fresh
lemon juice.

Belief

Abdullah Al Moinee
Soul is induced inside the silent secret of dissembling darkness
sailing towards the shore of belief to harness
a pivotal pathway perceiving the presence
of valiant vigour to value the essence.
Integrity of inanition in the infinite insecurity
is dug and drilled by the sight of trusted tenacity
to oar secluded stream surpassing the illusion
by dint of devoted and designed vision.
Invincible philosophy propels the radiant ray of meagre entity
sustaining the illumined patience and conscientious belief of eternal
unity.

Your next choice is important. Set down the consolation trophy at
an angle on your dresser, study your red rimmed eyes in the polished
plastic cup, and feel competitiveness grow like vines around your chest.
In a month or so your dad will overhear about travel ball, coworkers
confirming it is the only path to developed talent.
Practice. Practice. Practice. Catch fly balls between RVs on vacation or dive in the dirt till dusk. Repeat for several months. Try out for
a team.
You don’t make the cut of course for you weigh less than the
coach’s German Shepard. Get a second call. Pace around the basement
incessantly. It’s a substitute position. Don’t think about it too much;
you might say no.
Make sure dirt falls from your pants and glove and bag after every practice. Within two months you will be asked to join the team permanently. Within a season you will become the best defender on the
team. Give it another four and you will be the uncontested captain. But
you aren’t there yet. You still have years of cascading bruises to receive
and limp, stained uniforms to wash and quite a few records to break.

The monarchs are here! (Linda Sands)
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this is his first year in
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authors to count. He also
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Abdullah is a PhD student in the Department of
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Andreas is majoring in
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